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Abstract---Embedded systems have extensive applications in consumer, commercial, automotive, industrial and healthcare markets. 
Generally, an embedded device's operating system will only run a single application which helps the device to do its job. The system, 
which is completely enclosed by the object, may or may not be able to connect to the Internet.  The heart of electronics system and 
also coordinator in communication is embedded system managing biometric data from numerous stationary and on body.This simply 
means that the device's software does not have a user interface (UI). In such cases, an in-circuit emulator (ICE) is temporarily 
installed between the embedded device and an external computer to debug or update the software. Because embedded systems 
have limited computing resources and strict power requirements, writing software for embedded devices is very specialized field that 
requires knowledge of both hardware components and programming. 
This work describes the design of mobile medical system that can be used to monitor the human temperature and heart beat using a 
stand-alone microcontroller. The system hardware architecture consists of temperature andheart beat sensors, signal conditioning 
circuits (SCC), single chip microcontroller, LCD display and GSM modem. An embedded software algorithm acquires temperature, 
heart beat and pressure, processes, transmits, displays and stores it in the built-in EPROM of the microcontroller. 
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———————————————————— 

1 0BINTRODUCTION  
any telemedicine mobile applications is now available 
on the mobile apps stores some of them handle with 

medical image transfer and others focus on connection 
between patients and doctors, and another groups of apps 
present capturing the medical reading. The purpose of 
applying Mobile applications in healthcare is to minimize 
the limitations of traditional medical treatment (e.g., small 
physical storage, security and privacy, and medical errors). 
Mobile healthcare provides mobile users with convenient 
helps to access resources (e.g., patient health records) easily 
and efficiently. Besides, mobile-healthcare offers hospitals 
and healthcare organizations a variety of on-demand 
services on clouds rather than owning stand-alone 
applications on local servers.There are few schemes of 
Mobile applications in healthcare. For example, presents five 
main mobile healthcare applications in the pervasive 
environment.Comprehensive health monitoring services 
enable patients to be monitored at anytime and 
anywherethrough broadband wireless communications. 
Intelligent emergency management system can manage and 
coordinate the fleet of emergency vehicleseffectively and in 
time when receiving calls fromaccidents or incidents.Health-

ware mobile devicesdetect pulse rate, bloodpressure, and 
level of alcohol to alert healthcareemergency 
system.Pervasive access to healthcare 
informationallowspatients or healthcare providers to access 
the currentand past medical information [1][2]. 

Pervasive lifestyle incentive managementcan be usedto 
pay healthcare expenses and manage other relatedcharges 
automatically.Similarly, a prototypeimplementation of 
mobile healthcare information management system based on 
Cloud Computing and a mobile client runningAndroid 
operating system (OS). This prototype presentsthree services 
utilizing the Cloud StorageService to manage patient health 
records and medicalimages.Seamless connection to cloud 
storageallows users toretrieve, modify, and upload medical 
contents (e.g .,  medical images, patient health records, and 
bio-signals) utilizing web services.Patient health record 
management systemdisplaysthe information regarding 
patients’ status, relatedbio-signals, and image contents 
through application’sinterface.Image viewing supportallows 
the mobile users todecode the large image files at different 
resolutionlevels given different network availability and 
quality. However, the informationto be collected and 
managed related to personal health issensitive. Therefore, 
propose solutions to protectthe participant’s health 
information, thereby, increasing theprivacy of the services 
[3].  
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An Embedded device is an object that contains a special-
purpose computing system. The system, which is completely 
enclosed by the object, may or may not be able to connect 
tothe Internet.  Embedded systemshave extensive 
applicationsin consumer, commercial, automotive, industrial 
and healthcare markets. It's estimated that by 2015, over 15 
billion embedded devices will be connected to the Internet, a 
phenomenon commonly referred to as the Internet of 
Things.  
Generally, an embedded device's operating system will only 
run a single application which helps the device to do its job. 
Examples of embedded devices include dishwashers, 
banking ATM machines, routers, point of sale terminals 
(POS terminals) and cell phones. Devices that can connect to 
the Internet are called smart or intelligent. If an embedded 
device can not connect to the Internet, it is called 
dumb.Embedded devices in complex manufactured 
products, such as automobiles, are often headless. This 
simply means that the device's software does not have a user 
interface (UI). In such cases, an in-circuit emulator (ICE) is 
temporarily installed between the embedded device and an 
external computer to debug or update the software. Because 
embedded systems have limited computing resources and 
strict power requirements, writing software for embedded 
devices is a very specialized field that requires knowledge of 
both hardware components and programming [4]. 

2 PROPOSEDHEALTHCARE MOBILE APPLICATION:  
This paper describes the design and implementation of 

mobile medical system that can be used to monitor human 
temperature, heart beat and blood pressure (BP) using a 
stand-alone microcontroller. The system hardware 
architecture consists of temperature and pressure sensors, 
signal conditioning circuits (SCC), single chip 
microcontroller, LCD display and GSM modem. An 
embedded software algorithm acquires temperature, heart 
beat and pressure, processes, transmits, displays and stores 
it in the built-in EPROM of the microcontroller. A preset 
trigger level for the temperature and/or the BP is stored in 
the EEPROM of microcontroller. Once the desired 
programmed trigger level of any of the signal is reached, the 
microcontroller downloads the current value of the 
temperature and BP to the GSM modem. Then, GSM 
automatically dials presorted mobile numbers and transmits 
both parameters as a normal mobile message to a physician, 
nurse and emergency personal. A complete MYSQL 
database containing these parameters are collected and 
stored in a lookup table. This database can be used to track 
the patient temperature, heart beat and BP history if needed. 
 
2.1 The proposed Healthcare Mobile application 

phases: 
1. Development of Telemedicine embedded systems, its 
operations and administration. 

2. Development of Medical electronic contents in different 
shapes as voice, image and data. 

3. Development of Medical Informatics applications and 
programs, Creation ofdatabases and medical electronic 
information systems, and its operations and administration. 
4. Prototypes manufacturing of parts and components fitted 
to proposed telemedicine system. 
The Project needs:   three Teams work 
1. Sensor Team:  Construct sensors circuits according to 

provided designs 
2. Transceiver and Microcontroller Team: Research 

ChipCon transceiver specifications and create a 
specification that specifies how to connect the 
Microcontroller to the transceiver.  

 
Fig. 2 Application flow chart and methodology of Project management 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.1   Schematic Diagram of Sensor network and Microcontroller 
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3. Software Team (Embedded C, Android, PHP web 
Services):  

4. The GUI team will be working to create parallel 
interface prototype and communication module. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2.2 The proposed System Architecture 
Mobile application collects patient's physiological data 

through the bio-sensors. The data is aggregated in the sensor 
network and a summary of the collected data is transmitted 
to patient's personal computer or cell phone/PDA. These 
devices forward data to the medical server for analysis. After 
the data is analyzed, the medical server provides feedback to 
the patient's personal computer or cell phone/PDA. The 
patients can take necessary actions depending on the 
feedback. The proposed system contains three components. 
They are  
1.  Body Sensor Network  
2. Patients Personal Server  
3. Intelligent Medical Server  

2.3 Mobile Embedded System: 
The heart of electronics system and also coordinator in 
communication is embedded systemmanaging biometric 
data from numerous stationary and on body. Next the 
investigation information about the inquisition parameters 
are transferred into outer part. The outer part represents the 
long distance wireless communication within health 
services.  
The flow diagram of the implementation is shown in the 
Figure 2. The Sensors Network collects patient data and send 
the data to the Patient profile on the developed mobile 
application. The mobile app receives the data and processed 
the data to reduce the transmission of unnecessary data to 
the Interface Medical service IMS. The mobile app 
communicates with the Interface Medical service IMS using 
GPRS. The Interface Medical service IMS contains a Data 
Mining Unit, a Feedback Unit and a central database. The 
database contains the entire patients' profile, continuous 
health data and a large set of rules for data mining 
operations. The Data Mining unit processes the data and 
returns the feedbacks and results to the Feedback Unit. The 
feedback unit then sends the data to the corresponding 
mobile app. Moreover the patients can login to the medical 
server using authorized patient-id and password to provide 
information manually and to view the patient's entire 
history.  

So the prototype implementation was quite smooth. The 
prototype implementation involves a low cost cell phone 
and a personal computer. The cell phone acts as the Patient 
health record PHR whereas the personal computer acts as 
the Interface Medical service IMS. The cell phone 
communicates with the personal computer using GPRS 
which is very cheap and available now with every cell 
phone. So the setup for the evaluation was really cost 
effective. We are working on providing RFID based security. 
In the evaluation we encrypted the data using Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES). We used Java Cryptography 
Extension (JCE) for this purpose, which is a framework for 
encryption, key generation, and key agreement.   
 

 

 
Fig 4. Code programming of Embedded Healthcare system  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Sensor node hardware designed [5]  
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Some screenshots of these activities are shown in the 
Fig6, 7. They showthe screen shots in Interface Medical 
service IMS for patients profile information and manual 
health data submission. Fig8 shows show the automated 
health data collection of mobile app and display of 
feedbacks provided by IMS based on the collected data and 
also shows patient's entire medical history with the 
feedbacks and resultsstored in the IMS's central database.  

The interfaces of mobile app and IMS are user friendly. 
Any people with little or notechnical knowledge can use it 
without any difficulties. The communicationarchitecture is 
very simple and flexible as we claimed. There is 
nocomplexity in communication between the components of 
Interface Medical service IMS.  

 
 

 
Fig 6: Proposed telemedicine mobile applications screen shot: main 

screens 

 

 
Fig. 7: Proposed telemedicine mobile applications screen shot: main 

services  

 
2.4 Implementation of Mobile application for 

Telemedicinesystem: 

 
Fig. 9: real photo for the system components 

 
 

Fig 5 Global system architecture with 4 levels 

 
Fig. 8: Proposed telemedicine mobile applications screen shot: 

Sensor reading  
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1- Patient / doctor will register to application. 
2- Patient will login to application & select doctor directory 
to search for specified doctor. 
3- Patient can view doctor profile & also send him medical 
measurements. 
4 -Doctor will login to application & see the measurements 
sent by the patient. 

Administration tool of Telemedicine mobile apps:is 
used to monitor all activities on the application from 
patients or doctors and save all registered data, reservations 
and measurements  

 

Interactive diagram Description of Telemedicine Mobile apps is divided into two Scenarios , one for Patient 
activity and the other for Doctor activity as follow :  

 
Scenario-1 "Patient Activity” 

 
Fig. 10 Interactive diagram description to declare the patient's activities  

Scenario-2 "Doctor Activity " 

Fig. 11 Interactive diagram description to declare the patients and doctors activities  
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3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS: 
The whole system of mobile health care using biosensor 

network places forward somefuture works such as finding 
the most effective mechanism for ensuring security in 
biosensorsconsidering the severe restrictions of memory and 
energy, representing the collecteddata in the most 
informative manner with minimal storage and user 
interaction, modeling ofdata so that the system will not 
represent all the data but only relevant information thus 
savingmemory. These are the generic works that can be done 
in future in the sector of mobile healthcare. For IMHMS our 
vision is much wider. We think of a system where the 
patients need notto do any actions at all. With the 
advancement of sensor technologies it is not far 
enoughwhen the bio-sensors itself can take necessary 
actions. A patient needed glucose does notneed to take it 
manually rather the bio-sensors can push the glucose to the 
patient's bodydepending on the feedback from the IMS. It 
seems to be impossible to achieve by everybody.But nothing 
is impossible. Today we imagine of something and see that it 
is implemented inthe near future. But if we stop imagine and 
thinking then how impossible can be madepossible? This 
paper demonstrates an intelligent system for mobile health 
monitoring. Smartsensors offer the promise of significant 
advances in medical treatment. Networking multiplesmart 
sensors into an application-specific solution to combat 
disease is a promising approach,which will require research 
with a different perspective to resolve an array of novel 
andchallenging problems. As wireless networks of sensors 
are developed for biomedicalapplications, the knowledge 

gained from these implementations should be used to 
facilitatethe development of sensor networks for new 
applications. Expeditious development ofimplanted smart 
sensors to remedy medical problems presents clear benefits 
to individuals aswell as society as a whole. There is the 
obvious benefit to persons with debilitating diseasesand 
their families as these patients gain an enhanced quality of 
life. Biomedical implants thatmonitor for cancer will help 
recovering patients maintain their health. Not only will 
theseindividuals personally benefit from their improved 
health and well-being, but society will alsobenefit from their 
increased productivity and societal contributions. Once the 
technology isrefined, medical costs for correcting chronic 
medical conditions will be reduced. As the worldpopulation 
increases, the demand for such system will only increase. We 
are implementingthe IMHMS to help the individuals as well 
as the whole humanity. Our goals will be fulfilledif the 
IMHMS can help a single individual by monitoring his or 
her health and cautions himto take necessary actions against 
any upcoming serious diseases. 
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